Characterizing the neural circuitry associated with configural threat learning.
Contextual threat learning is often associated with two processes: elemental and configural learning. Few studies have examined configural learning where subjects form a representation of the threat-related context as a gestalt whole from the individual features in the environment. The goal of the current study was to compare and contrast neural circuitry recruited by variation in demands placed on configural threat encoding. Subjects (N = 25) completed a configural threat learning task, where we manipulated the amount of configural encoding required to learn the threat association (low demand: changes to a discrete element of the context; and high demand: rearrangement of elements). US expectancy ratings, skin conductance responses (SCR), and functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) were collected. Subjects successfully learned the configural threat association as measured by US expectancy ratings, SCR, and BOLD activity. Hippocampal and amygdala region of interest analyses indicated differential configural threat learning and predicted SCR measures of learning. Furthermore, whole brain analyses identified four circuits that were impacted by the amount of differential configural encoding required, but none correlated with SCR. These results set the stage for a more detailed understanding of how configural threat learning is instantiated in the brain-an important mechanism associated with PTSD and other fear-related disorders.